EVERSON SOCCER ACADEMY
LESSON PLAN
WEEK #5

AGE GROUP: U6
ACTIVITY

DIAGRAM

1st Activity | Warm-up (7`-10`)

Moves

‣
‣
‣
‣

All the players run around in a rectangle at random.
The coach tries to get the ball from players.
Players must use moves that they were thought.
If players try to use the move the coach ask they are free and coach cannot take
their soccer balls.
Move of the Day: Scissors

2nd Activity (7`-10`)

Ouch!

‣ Each player has a ball. The coach jogs around in a rectangle and the players try
to kick their ball so that it hits the coach.
‣ The players get a point each time they hit the coach.
‣ The coach should yell “ouch” each time they are hit to make the game more
exciting.
Progressions: The coach can stop for three seconds or vary how fast they are
moving depending on the level of the players. Specify how the players must strike
the ball (laces, one foot, other foot)

3rd Activity (7`-10`)

Crab in the Middle/Shooting

‣ The game takes place in a rectangle (with goals at the end).
‣ All the players start off on one side of the rectangle and try to get to the other side
with a soccer ball and shoot in goal.
‣ Two players who are crabs must crawl and try to defend the other players as they
try to get to score.
Progressions: Make them use certain moves to go around Crabs.

4th Activity (7`-10`)

Fast Break Attack/Shooting

‣ The game takes place in a rectangle (with goals at the end).
‣ Players line up by the goals on both sides of the field. On coaches signal player
will dribble and shoot as fast can.
‣ First player to score gets an extra point. Coaches should give signal every time
they go.
Progressions: You can use the Crabs (Defenders) to make players use moves.

5th Activity (7`-10`)

Number Game

‣ Two teams of equal numbers stand at either end of a 25 x 18 yard field of play.
‣ Give each player a number.
‣ Coach sends in a ball and calls out a number and that number from each end
goes onto the field and plays 1v1.
Progressions: Change numbers after a while so they play against different
players. Call multiple numbers from each side so there are a couple of 1v1 games
happening at the same time or they can play a 2v2 or 3v3.

Scrimmage (10`)

THEME: SHOOTING

2v2 | 3v3

